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Reviews ‚The White Mogul‘
CHRIS SPECTOR, MIDWEST RECORD - Lake Zürich/Chicago
ZUSTAND-AL GROMER KHAN/The White Mogul: Suppose Nick Hornby had other aspirations
than being a Limey writing about music in hipster, American neighborhoods. Would he have it
together to write this world wide novel of eye opening proportions that reads like a modern day “On
the Road” with music as the driving force? Enough with the “Eat, Pray, Love“ already, guys have to
have a few eye opening journeys as well when given the time and tide to pursue such opportunities. As
compelling as any of the eye opening novels by Cohen, etc, Khan takes you on a journey that feels like
Townes Van Zandt taking a side trip through the Indian music underground and perhaps coming out of
it with his teeth intact. A thick tome that could easily be a commuters pal for several weeks of urban
scooting, this is a dandy read that’s musically vibrant enough along the way to almost open your ears
as well. Seekers, start your engines and check it out.

R J Lannan, Reviews ZoneMusicReporter, New Orleans, USA: ‘I'm in the thick of it. Good read so
far.’8 January at 19:30 · ‚...Because within is a heretofore unbridled passion for music.’ 26 January at
13:59 ·

Craig Pruess, UK:
14.11.2013 18:33 ‘...I'm now reading yr White Mogul, impressive & visual writing!!’
16.12.2013 15:43 ‘...I am truly "savouring" the book (without outright EATING IT, of course!)’
‘Excellent! I'm savouring it, and really don't want it to end. Will start again when it does. It is "in the
pocket", I can smell it, taste it and hear it -- all at once! Like the style of writing...’
George Cruickshank, Radio Ultima Thule, Sydney Australia:
‘I heartily endorse this product!’ 8 January at 19:36

02.02.2014 Stephen Hill, Owner, Hearts of Space, California, USA National Radio
Dear Khan-sahib,
I use this salutation more knowingly than before now that I've finished the book. Quite a splendid tale,
Al. I think it's the best and most fully personal work of art you've given us; the book format gives you
ample room to expose all aspects of your personality. And who knew you were such a good
raconteur? The translation and proofing were both excellent. The only thing I had trouble with was the
occasional bit of German, which I've never had the occasion to learn.
I hope it's a big success. Keep writing novels and eventually you'll sell the film rights, which will
allow your golden years to be truly golden!
Personal regards :: Dr. Space
Nick Campbell: Senior partner of CZWG Architects LLP, London
‘... your book is good and the translator should be commended for her excellent work! The only pity is
that it not available for downloading on my Kindle.
I am, nevertheless, reading it avidly.’ 04.11.2013 I am engrossed in your book which I am enjoying
immensely... and have learnt that in life "everything has an end" except a German sausage. The piece
about the 102 year old tabla player was thrilling and proves that point that we all like a happy ending.
The translation, with a few very minor exceptions, is excellent and the translator should be
congratulated. I will continue to read avidly. Thank you.
A most excellent novel at many levels! Respect!

Craig Sams 04.04.14
The book was very atmospheric - I think even if I'd never been to India I would have understood the
state of mind that one enters there. It was more of a page turner than I expected at the beginning - you
want to see how things turn out along the various threads that weave in and out, sometimes quite
unexpectedly, of the narrative. Your willingness to be servile as a student combined with your need to
survive and your increasing awareness that the masters are just like the rest of us comes through again
and again. I really enjoyed it, though it hasn't really greatly altered the way I listen to music, either
yours or other music...except perhaps the drums - that old boy Feroze really registered in my memory
and I've read it a few times, with your onomotopoeic tickatickaticka or should I say Dirdindir dhin
dhin dhinna - dirdir dhina dhin dhin that needs to be read aloud by the reader to illuminate the text.
Anyway, many thanks for an enjoyable read that also brought back many memories of my own times
in the region back in 1965.
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*****
The White Mogul By Rolf Silvio Andreas on June 18, 2014
For me this was a remarkable read. The story works on a number of different levels simultaneously,
with a story-line that draws an amazing arc of suspense throughout the book. A kind of book which
you remember during the day, making you look forward to night-time reading pleasure. The
protagonist, a somewhat naïve German hippie boy, gets right in between the clash of cultures,
religions, old and new, restriction and freedom. Through his seemingly endless plight he receives a
philosophical compurgation through music, turning him into an intermediary in these times of change
from devotion to rebellion and back again into a sphere beyond institutions, towards a kind of true
spirituality. All of this the author tells with the kind of tongue in cheek humor that leaves no stone
unturned, no human sentiment left out, from the lowest to the highest, with the bottom-line
pronouncing that we're all human, and that music can make us free. Unputdownable, as they say.

*****
Entertaining, profound, revealing - a joy to read
By David in Virginia on June 12, 2014
Verified Purchase
I have been familiar with Al Gromer Khan's music for years - its haunting blend of East and West, and
its mystical and ineffable qualities. Although this novel is a work of fiction, the author has clearly
drawn on his own experiences, from rain-soaked London to the oppressive heat of Mumbai. Very
revealing here is the pattern of guru-disciple relationships in the Indian tradition: it's not all sweetness
and light, to say the least. This story has moments of serious discomfort as well as joy. The
descriptions of Indian classical music are astonishing in their depth and insight.
Truly a valuable work of literature.

